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VIII 
" THE HAND TREATISE," A WORK OF ARYADEVA 

By F. W. THOMAS and H. UI 

fllHE little work here presented in text and translation 

attracted my notice many years ago in connexion 

with a certain literary question. It occurs as Nos. 1255-6 

in Bunyiu Nanjio's Catalogne of the Chinese Translation 

of the Buddhist Tripiiaka, where its title is given as 

Mnshti-prakarana (l)-sdslra (T?Mntaraka-sastra), trans 

lated (p. 374, among the works of Gina, i.e. Dignfiga) as 

"Sastra on the explanation of the fist". I was not in 

a position to consider its relation to a Tibetan work with 

which I was familiar, ascribed to Aryadeva and bearing 
the name Hastahdla (sic) or Hast?bhava-prakarana with 

commentary. 

It was accordingly with great satisfaction that I found 

an opportunity of consulting a Japanese Buddhist 

scholar interested in Sanskrit philosophy, in the person 
of Professor H. Ui, whom the War had brought to 

England. Together with the Vaisesika text Ba?apad?rthl 

(Nanjio, No. 1295), which he has now published in 

the Oriental Translation Series of the Royal Asiatic 

Society, we discussed also this little work ; and in good 
time Professor Ui furnished me with a text in two 

versions, adding word-for-word and free translations 

and explanatory notes. The first comparison of these 
was sufficient to show that the Chinese version of the 

work ascribed to Dignfiga and the Tibetan version of 

the work ascribed to Aryadeva were indeed from the 

same 
original. 

In the meanwhile I had become aware l that among the 

Tibetan MSS. brought by Sir M. A. Stein from Tun-huang 
and now in the India Office Library there were three 

1 From Professor de la Vall?e Poussifs Catalogue (in MS.). 
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268 THE HAND TREATISE 

copies of the same work, two being imperfect. They 
likewise ascribe the Sanskrit original to Aryadeva. 

Ultimately Professor Ui agreed to join me in publishing 
the two versions together. Accordingly I here present 
his copy of the two Chinese translations with a selection 

from his notes (he having now left for Japan), preceded 

by (1) an English translation from the Tibetan, 
(2) a conjectural reconstitution of the original Sanskrit, 

(3) the Tibetan version with collation of the MS. and 

xylograph copies. It has not seemed worth while to 

print a translation from the Chinese, since, as compared 
with one based upon the Tibetan (in this case, as always, 
reliable and exact), it would necessarily be, especially as 

regards syntactical and sentence connexions, largely 

conjectural. 
The last-mentioned circumstance does not at all deprive 

the Chinese versions of utility. They are considerably 
older than the Tibetan ones, that of Param?rtha being 

placed in 557-569 A.D. and that of I-tsing in 70?* A.D. 

When read in the light of the Tibetan, they reveal them 

selves as in general surprisingly close to the original, the 

correspondence of the phrases being in expression and 

order very satisfactory, and the indications as regards 
both technical terms and grammatical constructions 

being most useful in the reconstitution of the Sanskrit. 

Here Professor Ui's word-for-word interpretation has 

been exceedingly helpful. On the other hand, the 

demarcation of the kdrikds and of the clauses in the 

Chinese gains greatly in certainty from comparison with 

the Tibetan.1 

The Sanskrit text will not be regarded as an over 

venturesome attempt to rewrite a chef d* uvre of a 

famous Buddhist philosopher. Its object is simply to 

bring home to the reader (and students of Indian 

1 The corresponding paragraphs bear the same numbers in all the 

versions infra. 
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THE HAND TREATISE 269 

philosophy think best in Sanskrit) the real force and 

form of the original. On the other hand, we need not 

fear to have departed too hopelessly from what the 

author wrote. The Tibetan is good authority for 

phraseology, word-order, and construction ; the technical 

terms are familiar both from the Buddhist Sanskrit 

literature and from the criticisms of opponents, e.g. 
Samkaras commentary on theBrahma-siltras,ii, 2. 18-32, 

and the Buddhist chapter in the Sarvadarsanasamgraha. 
And the Chinese comes in, as airead y stated, with its 

confirmations. The style is the straightforward one of 

rough kdrikd verses (here the reconstitution is least 

certain) and commentary. 
A few points of textual criticism are elicited by 

comparison of the several versions. One of the Tanjur 

copies supplies at the end an extra kdrikd with com 

mentary appropriating the text to Yoga practices. 

Although it is by no means impossible that this addition 

also, had a Sanskrit original, it is so clearly a late and 

incongruous accretion that it did not deserve to be 

reproduced in that language. 
The particulars of the different MSS. and other copies 

are as follows :? 

a. MS. (Ch. 9,1, 17 =62:*) from Tun-buang. Foil. 4, 
viz. Nos. 61 4 of volume 1 ; sizo44A x 8 cm. ; II. 5 

per page (writing ends on 1. 2 of fol. 64a). 
Fol, 61a text; foil. 01&-64a text (in red ink) 
with commentary. Complete. 

Title of text : Rah . tu . byed . pa, . lag . tshad . 

kyi . tshig . lehur . byas . pa ( 
= Prakarana-Hasta 

mdtra-kdrikd). 

Title of commentary : Rah . tu . byed 
. pa . 

lag . tshad . 
kyi 

. 
hgrel .pa (= Prakarana-Hasta 

mdtra-vrtti). 

Author of text : Aryadeva. 
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270 THE HAND TREATISE 

?. MS. (Ch. 51, I, 29 (42) 
= 

624) from Tun-huang. 
Fol. 1 not numbered ; size 49? x 9 cm. ; 11. 5 and 6 

per page, a, text; b, text (in red ink) with 

commentary as far as verse 16. 

Title of text and commentary as in a. 

Author of text: Aryadeva. 

7. MS. (625) from Tun-huang. Foil. 2, viz. m and a^; 
size 45 x 9 cm. ; 11. 6 per page. Text (in red ink) 
and commentary from verse II (part) to end, 

nearly joining at beginning the end of ?. There 

are a few glosses in small cursive writing. 
Title of commentary as in a and ?. 

Author of commentary : Aryadeva. 

A. Xylograph, Tanjur, Mdo, vol. 1 Foil. 3l26-315a 

of India Office copy. Text (3126) and text with 

commentary. 

Title of text : Cha . sas . 
kyi 

. y an . lag . ces . 

bya . bahi . rah . tu . 
byed 

. pa (Sanskrit given as 

Hastabala-ndma-2>rakarana). 

Title of commentai}' : "byed . pahi 
. 
hgrel 

. pa 

(?prakarana-vrtti). 
Author of text and commentary : Aryadeva. 
Translators of both : the Indian Pandit Sraddhil 

kara-vannan and the Tibetan lotsdba Rin . cen . 

bzaii . 
po. 

B. Xylograph, Tanjur, Mdo, vol. ?. Foil. 21o-23a of 

India Office copy. Text (216) and text with 

commentary (2l6-23a). 
Title of text : i?a6 . tu . byed . pa . lag 

. pahi 
. 

tshad . kyi 
. tshig . lehur . by as . pa, (Sanskrit 

given as Hastdbhava-prakaranahxrikd). 
Title of commentary : Lag . pahi 

. tshad . kyi 
. 

hgrel 
. pa (Hastdbhava-vrtti). 

Author of text and commentary : Aryadeva. 
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THE HAND TREATISE 271 

Translators of both : the Indian Pandit Dfinasila 

and the lotsdba the bhikxu Dpal 
. 
hbyor 

. s?iiii . 

po. Revising lotsdba the bhiksu Dpal 
. 
brtsegs 

. 

raksita. 

B is a revised text which has plainly been compared 
with Chinese versions. A shows, as confronted with the 

MSS., a few variations in detail, due to corruption, it 

should be observed that all the Tibetan copies, MS. and 

xylograph, contain the same version : there is no question 
of independent translations. Accordingly the MS. copies 
from Tun-huang, which do not name the translator, must 

.also exhibit the work of ?Sraddh?kara-varman and Rin . 

cen . bzari . po, the latter a famous scholar whose date is 

about 950-1050 A.D. (see Pag . sam . 
jon 

. zang, ed. Sarat 

Chandra Das, Calcutta, 1908, part ii, pp. xv-xvii). 
In order of date the authorities for our text are 

therefore as follows :? 

(!) Paranmrtha, A.D. 557-569 (circa one hundred years 
later than Dignfiga) ; 

(2) I-tsing, 
a.D. 703 ; 

(3) Sraddh?kara-varman and Rin . cen . bzan . 
po, circa 

A.D. 1000: 

(a) MSS. from Tun-huang; 

(6) Xylographs A and B (revised) in the Tanjur. 

We may now remark upon the authorship, the object, 
and the title of the treatise. 

There cannot be man}'' Buddhist works which are 

illuminated by such a galaxy of Buddhist authorities as 

Aryadeva, Dignfiga, Paramfirtha, and I-tsing, all too well 

known to need anj' further statement of their position and 

work. The Tibetan translator Rin . cen . bzaii . po was 

likewise, as airead}' stated, an eminent scholar. But 

who is the real author, Aryadeva or Dign?ga ? From 

Professor Ui I understand that the Chinese tradition is not 

really unanimous in naming Dignfiga. Both authorities 
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272 THE HAND TREATISE 

have their supporters. As Dign?ga often appears as a 

commentator upon the works of N?g?rjuna and others, 

it may be suggested that, while the k?rilc?s may be the 

work of Aryadeva, the commentary may be due to 

Dignfiga. For a real decision of the question we have no 

material. 

In any case the little treatise belongs to the M?dhyamika 
school. This is clear from kdrikd iv, where not only 
external objects, but also tho mental activities (vij?dna) 
are shown to be illusory. On the other hand, the term 

sCtnya, 
" 

void/' does not occur, and the argument lacks 

the sophistical turn common in the Nihilist school. The. 

distinction between convential and ultimate truth (sa?ivrti 

(or vyavahdra)-satya and paramdrtha-satya) is not 

distinctive of a particular sect. 

The title presents some difficulty. The Chinese has, 

according to Nanjio, 
" 

Explanation-fist-s?stra 
" 

(Para 

m?rtha) and 
" 

Palm-within-s?stra", which are rendered 

MuH i-jy ralear ana-sastra and Tdldntaraka-sdstra. But, 
as Professor Ui points out in his note, the former should 

probably be 
" 

Explanation-roll-up(twist)-.va$?ra", and 

the latter 
" 

Fist-within-?as?ra "-1 M. Cordier, in his 

catalogue of the Tanjur (Catalogue du fonds tib?tain de 

hi Biblioth?que Nationale, iii, p. 297) interprets Hastavdla 

as a synonym for karavdla, 
" a scimitar," an explanation 

which does not account for the Tibetan rendering Lag . 

tshad, 
" 

hand-measure." I would suggest that Para 

mfirtha's rendering supplies the best hint. If we might 

suppose that his "roll-up", "twist", represented a Sanskrit 

1 Mr. L. C. Hopkins, who with great kindness has read the proof of 

the Chinese texts, remarks that the first of the three characters in 

Param?rtha's title, though often meaning "explain", lias primarily the 

physical sense of 
" 

undo ", "untie", "dissect"; while the second, 

according to Kang-hsi's Dictionary, is interchanged with 
|J? 

" a fist". 

He therefore considers that the sense is 
" 

undo the fist", and is parallel 

to the common expression in the spoken language ?!jf ?f, 
"undo 

the hand," which might correspond to I-tsing's phrase. 
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THE HAND TREATISE 273 

form vdla, from the root val, to "roll 
" 

or "twist", and 

that his 
" 

Explanation 
" 

either conceals the word 
" 

hand 
" 

or represents 
" 

commentary ", we should be able to point 
to the Sanskrit phrase valita-hasta in the sense of 
" 

clenched hand ", the 
" 

fist 
" 

of I-tsing. The work would 

then be entitled "Hand-clenching". Why "hand" and 
" 

clenching 
" 

? 
" 

Hand 
" 

is an idea which occurs in other 

titles, either virtually, as in Kusumdiijali, or explicitly, as 

in Hastdmalaka, meaning 
" 

myrobalan fruit in the hand ". 

It is well applied to a summary exposition, the ka.ra 

badara or " 
berry in the hand 

" 
of the Vdsavadatld, 

verse 1. The "clenching" would well represent the 

closing of the grasp of the matter. Accordingly, I under 

stand the title Hasta-vdla in this sense, and regard it as 

a significant fact that the k?rik?s are six in number, of 

which the sixth draws the practical conclusion : it is the 

five fingers and the closing upon them. 

The Tibetan form of the title, lag . tshad, lag . 
pahi . 

tshad, and cha . sas . kyi . y an . lag (= anisdvayava !), 
must be regarded 

as free renderings, unless we may 

suppose an early copyist's error, in which case we might 
think of the verb gcud, 

" 
twist 

" 
(cf. the phrase lag . pa . 

geus, quoted by J?schke from the Zamatog), or of the 
noun glad, "top," as the original reading in place 
of tshad. 
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274 THE HANI) TREATISE 

The Closed Hand 

In the language of India: Hastavdla-ndma-prakarana 
vrtti. 

In the language of Tibet : 7ia6 . tu . 
byed 

. pa . lag . 

tshad . 
kyi 

. hgrel . pa (Commentary upon the 

treatise 
" 

Hand-Measure "). 

Homage to the exalted Manjusri, whose essence is 

knowledge ! 

Since in regard to the Triplo Universe, owing to 

imagination of reality in what is merely conventional, 

living creatures do not penetrate to the truth (1-2), this 

treatise is undertaken (5) in order that, by way of 

distinguishing the proper nature of things (3), they may 
attain an infallible knowledge (4). 
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THE HAND TREATISE 275 

fW^^nwRSTff%: 
i 

%ft*T ^rsitttV ?tw'(i) *iT*n*if*?uiTii; TraT 

irf'RiTtffn: *ra (2) 3^?n*fa%*ra[TTiiT (8) ftr?nni' 

*nT?re (4) Cutout**)?* (5) ? 
1 Locative also in Chinese. 
a The Tibetan seems to use tha's?ad for vyavahdra and kuwrdzob for 

satrivrti. 
a The seme (citta) of B is a correction, not supported by the Chinese. 

JUAS. 1918. Hi 
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276 THE HAND THEAT1SE 

la. Conception of snake in regard to rope, 
When the rope is seen, is without reality (6). 

Here in some place not too distant, but merely 

appearing in a moderate light (7), oii seeing something 

having a feature in common with the form of a rope1 (8), 
there arises through error a cognition in the form of 

certitude, "This is a snake" (9): because we do not 

penetrate to the specific form (10). When the specific 
form is ascertained (11), that cognition, since it is merely 
an emanation of fancy, not corresponding with fact (12), 
is illusory cognition, without reality (13). 

16. When xve see its parts, in regard to it also 

The cognition is illusory, like the snake (14). 

When we consider the rope also as divided into parts (15), 
(he proper form of the rope is not perceived (16). Since 

it is not perceived (17), the perception of rope also is, like 

the thought of snake (18), merely illusion and dis 

appears (19). 

Again, just as the cognition of the rope is illusory (20), 
so the parts also; when we look at their parts, half, 

fraction, and so on (21), their own proper form is not 

apprehended (22) : as that is not apprehended, the 

thought which has the form of perceiving them, like 

the thought of the rope, is merely illusion (23). 

1 Paramiirtha everywhere gives "wisteria", 
" 

creeper 
" 

(which ie 

also a meaning of the Tibetan thay . pa) in place of 
" 

rope ". 
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TUB HANI) TKEAT1SE 277 

I (a) 

^tr mivft (S)) i fairw^w*rwri*rTfO (lO) i ntira? 

3ttaT(U)i wnir??ft3 s1wn*rof<^TwnU,a)fi*^ 

I (6) 

??^TR *fajr rPITfa ?Tim jflT?Tfri4(i4)ll 

W? (16) I 7r?9<KRftG (17) T*3*lWla?Tft ^ttlfjf* 
^f (18) ?pram7 f^iTfir *ft*ra 

7 
(i?) i ̂ * *tot t^urt 

^iT^r (20) ?i^th ̂  ^xe?^^i^i: i ???^n5^^Tf^3 iwn?i^(2i > 

ftat ?^t? i fro?^ra (22) i Tr?fwfcwiC'r?TO^wwTS 
?lTfa TfjfiFI?l0 WlWrVr (23) i 

1 The Tibetan vknl or W.?? is of uncertain meaning : the Chinese 

has 
" 

ftir". 
8 This clause comes earlier in the Chinese. 
3 This word is omitted by l-tsing. 
4 In I-tsing's version this half-verse joins on to the ??r?vions half 
5 Locative in Chinese and Tibetan. 
,s 

Apparently I-tsing read in ei ior fadnpatabdhau. 
7 These words do not appear in the Chinese. 
8 Clause omitted by Pimtiimrtha. 
!l Omitted in Chinese, which inserts 

" 
rope'' and 

4< 
parts". 

10 Omitted in Chinese, which inserts "all". 
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278 THE HAND TREATISE 

II. All dependent 
l 

things, 

If we examine their proper form, 

Throughout the range of conventional cognition 
Are dependent upon something other (24). 

As, when we examine ropes and so forth, making 
divisions of parts, etc. (25), the proper form is not 

perceived, and so the thought also of rope and so forth is, 

like the thought of snake, illusory (26), so, when we 

regard the sides and so forth, pot, cloth, etc., throughout 
the range of conventional cognition, 

are of the essence of 

thought (or dependent) (27). When we divide them to the 

end, every one, pot and so forth, is merely dependent upon 
convention (28): "upon something other 

" 
: [other thanj 

ultimate reality (29). 
1 Or "relative". "Dependent" in Chinese: no doubt htays represents 

dsrita, which is a technical term in the Vaiwesika philosophy for all non 

atomic draryas: seePra.sastapddabhdsya, pp. 16 and \%,Bhdsdpariccheda, 
v. 2.*1, and compare Burnouf, Buddhismt, p. 449. 

It is tempting to read in the Sanskrit sarrdlambana0 ("all objects of 

thought") in place of 8arv?ny??rita?. But both the Tibetan (B) and 

the Chinese of Param?rtha seem to have the same "word here as in the 

following line. 
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THE HAND TREATISE 279 

II 

?iftnn?rc?t *im 4^*1*?^?: (24, h 

*rercwf^fw5N ipra?*i1?[9ft*r?n%j*w- (25) 

mgranMI1 ^WTf^ftrcfq ?fitfiijf?qf 
' 
nwiT(2?) 

?f forranrr V3 (mftmi m) (27) i INnnft 1*wn%s 
nm^razi^ft *rasivVum h^?% (28) i ^^r\3 rin vx 

mim (2?) i 
1 Omitted U\ I-tsing. 

2 Param?rtha has apparently kapdlddtn and I-tsing tantr?dln in place 
of dif/bhdffdd?n. 

3 
I-tsing places anyatah, apparently, before ryavahdra. 
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280 THE HANI) TREATISE 

Ilia. Since things without parts cannot he conceived, 
The last (part) is equivalent to non-existent (30). 

As for the last end of all dependent things, the 

substance of the atom, the only one without parts (31), 
that also, since it cannot be seen, having an unthinkable 

form * 
(32), is proved to be equally with a garland of sky 

Howers, a hare's horn and so on, without reality (33-4). 
But. if you ask how, for this very reason of its having 

an unthinkable mark l 
(35), you can know that (37) the 

substance of the atom, if it exists, is not an unity (3(5), 
this is because, if it exists, it has difi?rent sides (38) ; 

for example, the substances of pot, cloth, cart, etc., which 

exist, are seen, because they have different sides, east, 

west, and so on, to have different parts (39) ; if the 

substance of the atom also exists (40), undoubtedly, since 

it has different sides, it must be admitted to have different 

parts, east, west, etc. (41). Having different parts, the 

substance of the atom cannot be proved one (42). Since 

various differences of substance are seen, the unity does 

not exist (43). Inasmuch as the atom is not visible, give 

up this speaking of atomic substance (44). 

1116. Therefore a tvise man should not regard 
What is mere illusion as reality (45). 

Why ? Because the Triple Universe is thus merely 
illusion, therefore, 

" a wise man," one who desires to attain 

to felicity, must not in regard to it entertain the conception 
of ultimate reality (46). 

If you say that upon this view it is true that external 

things, pot, etc., since they have an unthinkable form, are 

imagined out of nothing (47), yet the illusory cognitions 
which have the form of perceiving them exist (48); for 

example, just as, while illusions, mirage, etc., do not exist, 

the cognitions which have the form of perceiving them 

are?if you so approve, [then] (49)? 
1 

"Being invisible" might give better sense, if the Tibetan word 

(rtoys) admitted this meaning. 
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III (a) 

rlWr^f^^^^^lTJ^^^^Tfi; (32) Tf^fc? *g?!9IT9rnraf 
^fT?^fa: WR (33) *pr??3* f*vm (34) | f*q ?raft?m 

^m&%giT (35)! incurre*i *^r? ireft (36) f? m^ 
y^m (37) i ̂ ic?: *^T f^wOTPrrcrrtt (38) i ttot 1% *tot 

wi iT*rwr?W*? fnrft(39)nft[ iiTTOUfflprafftr ( *'? 

W.(41) | *?g g minTOr? TC*Tig?pt?4 V finara M2) i 

fttnrftg qjr? J*f*H?*Sum& flf^? (43) | qi;*TCfgi 
it?:3 i*T*T$7^TOirfin? ami (44) I 

HI (b) 

wrRrora: wtIr fam vm\$w. (-10,11 

^IITt??f??<M HT^l?ft^lT M V?*|T(40)| 5*ftfw?! mf?f ^st 

f^TOw^frw^Fir?tiT*!!: itafanr?ff! *mn (471 i 

Tfjq^B^T^K^T^wirfi?^wA^iiH) i wrangf* nunn 

*r*r?*r*KTf^3 r?wKmnTOw1?i*iftai} (49) i 
1 

?? 84-5 omitted by Param?rtha, who also had a diff?rent text in ? ifci. 

The ?Sanskrit text here was perhaps expanded after his date by a gloss : 

cf. the English translation, which reads awkwardly. 2 "Six 
" 

parts by Param?rtha. 
a Altered in Paranifirtha's version. 
4 

"Those who desire most excellent teaching," I-tsing: ?moksa, 
Param?rtha. 

D The Chinese here insert verse iv, but give its substance again 

apparently in ?00. 
6 The Chinese here have nirmila-purnsa or mdydpurnm, in which 

respect they are followed by B. But m?y? is supported by use {tee 

?atnkara, Brahma sufra, i i, 2. 2S), and below, ? 57, it is given by the 
Chinese also. 
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IV. If illusion, that also, since it is not true, 
Is not such as it appears ; 

Being appearance without reality, 
It is of like character with those (50). 

As to this illusion, again, which thinks the form of 

substance, the substance is not of that same form (51). 
This has been explained above (52). Since, if its content 

does not exist, it cannot of itself be existent, it is not 

true (53). Not being true, it is likewise of illusory 
form (54). How is this known ? (55). Thus : in the 

world also, if the seed does not generate, we do not see 

such a phenomenon as existence of the thence to be 

generated shoots, etc. (56). Hence we declare the 

example of the illusion to be without cogency (57).1 
1 The argument here requires a little elucidation. We may compare 

S?inkara on Brahmaputra, ii, 2. 28, and SCimkhya-pravacana-bhdsya, 
i, 4,1. The point is that apperception includes the consciousness of the 

thing as distinct from the perception of it. If the thing-con tont is 

false, the rij?dna itself is then also false, since it does not exist without 
a content. 
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IV 

StT^T r?^WaniT^ WH *T* W*U?M HI 

^R^f? >TCWT4 HWS*!I*H?fi H^1 (50) II 

*nwfa ci^it *>j sprout? *i*ro iwre* ?;a? ?m 

faf (51)1^ HTJfWH2 (52)| ̂?fif 5 nfwfif *T W?frqnrW 

*n^wnwiffl (53) i ̂wj$t^ ??n*t^* mr?r mf*' (54) i 

71^ W* ?ITO7?4 (55) | 7TOT ff Wt5 {fa tarf^tPITOlft 

SRHfn^: ?*ttf?? VI? '??^ *T fW?t(56) i m Ml 

mmmwmf*ww\f'if?fivK (57) ? 

1 The Chinese gives 
" 

the percipient (grdhaka) also is unreal1'. 
* 

Sentence omitted in the Chinese. 
3 The Chinese seems here rather doubtful. 
4 The Chinese has "how can that illusoriness he established?" 

(Param?rtha), and 
" 

how let that illusoriness exist? 
" 

(I-tsing). 
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284 THE HAND TREATISE 

V. Whoso with subtle intelligence 
Conceives all things as merely dependent, 
That intelligent man easily abandons 

Attachment, etc., like the fear of the snake (58). 

In this Triple Universe, which, as explained above, 
is merely dependent, whoso clears away the thought o? 

coarse things, pots and so on (59), and with fine intelligence 

apprehends certainly that things are without substance 

and merely conventional (GO), just as a man, after reflection 

upon the particular fear arising from the cognition of 

rope as snake (61), upon ascertaining that it is a rope, is 

not frightened by that snake (62), so he, after examining 
the things which give rise to desire, etc. (63), "easily," " 

without difficulty," 
" 

soon," verily abandons the nets 

of infirmities, such as desire and so forth (64). 
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V 

*r?^ufa?? %* foll?n" SOT^RT I 
antor jfifR^f ^Piraftwrt tot (58) h 

^5fftf fawre (59) ^rgojsn $[*ivft ^^itt^?H fafa 

^frf?r (00) *reT ̂ wt *r? t^t inm^T*rawft(6i)1?r?t* 
fa*n3 T^ff^% *m?f??*?*fr *ref? (62) erar ttit?^r^ 

^gfa *?<V^T (63) fNTfa Ximf^MWWZTfo *$ ^SP#??T 
*f*^N M^r^,(64) i 

The Chinese has for lyajyante the future passive of ncchid. 
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286 THE HAND TItEATlSE 

VI. When considering worldly things, 
One should conceive like the world ; 
When desiring entirely to abandon infirmities, 
One must seek according to ultimate reality (65). 

As worldly people, conceiving of things, pot, etc., under 

the aspect of existing, attach to them conventions such 

as " 
This is a pot ", 

" 
This is a cloth", "This is a cart 

" 
(66), 

thus in accordance with previous acceptation one should 

employ conventions (67). Afterwards, wishing to abandon 

infirmities, such as desire, etc. (68), one must investigate 

things according to the above expounded definition of 

ultimate reality (69). If we so investigate things, the 

nets of infirmities, desire, and so forth, do not again 
arise (70).1 

[VII. Thus, knowing thoroughly according to fact, 
The Yogin, being rendered capable 

By his conduct in relation to colour, etc., 

Quickly attains the fruit of his asceticism. 

Having the above explained knowledge, reflecting 

completely upon the proper nature of reality (tattva), the 

Yogin, acting according to the desired virtues, obtains by 
the Vajradhara asceticism a body withdrawn into the 

principal artery (puritat).] 

End of the commentary upon the treatise "Hand 

Measure ", composed by Aryadeva. 

[A. Translated by the Indian Pandit Sraddh?kara 

varman and the Tibetan lotsdba Rin . eben . bza? . po. 

?. Translated by the Indian Pandit Dfwa?ila and the 

lotsdba Dpal . hbyor . s?i? . 
po.] 

1 The attitude here adopted in regard to conventional life and 

philosophical truth is identical with that of Descartes in his 
Meditations. 
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THE HAND TREATISE 287 

VI 

#Tfw3rf?reit3 9tan%fv*i?pnhit i 
ItcJH ??^H ?rpWT I^W XUflT^ri; (65; II 

*t*rc 4tfwr(*u ^zwf?j *|^wf?wwpN ^ w vz: 
IPR*. Tf* WtWFtVmlfo (CO) 7X^J J^ftnit ^W 

mfa". (67) i ??cr: vt Tjmf^Mvfa wjwftwi?*) ^nmrcvn 

^?a^?r? mxtfii ^<^t^?r??nrf*T (69) i inn ^TfaraT?rg ^3 
muTf^wnsnsnfr f 3w^?q^% 

' 
(70) n 

1 Param?rtha 1ms "actually existent klems disappear and those not 

yet originated do not arise ". Had lie before him kltiu.jiV.nm 
" 

mass of 

kle?aa", which he then misinterpreted? I-tsing certainly read jdldtii 
with the Tibetans. 
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288 THE HAND TREATISE 

fy-zr?VVrV^V3#XvF^^^ 

c1 
(a) 

| qya-*1fc*yq8*Xy^YX(?) I 

? B ^yzi^a^g'fa^jarzi | A ? ^ ^ Uiy^y^rg'SfV*^ 

^ ivxi^ih*? I 
5 a nw\. * A 

nljfl*. 

9 B \ 
,? .1 

$p. 
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THE HAND TKEATISE 28?) 

c\ 1 c\ ~r -ft *v *\ 'X c\ ,, cv -r-r-o 1 ^ 

^ ^ ? 
Xy^v^^^^^^a^^?is) i 

I (6) 

v? . ..._.-. 

| 
flyt?^*ai#uic;'?'^0vg*|-^'q^^*^(i5) | qyav 

^ 5j*?**??S?'^^(i6) H y*-^^#y(l7)3yaV0'^y^ 
? 

?^gafcir'??!^^'^^* (18) ^gm * *R 
W^'^ 

^V^(19) || 
i?q^l,,^,liya^,^,a,^i8^#^SyoI2*(20)V 

q^Y5 I *,fl*#V^'5*r3l3.*V;>' I ̂ y?,^*^yr?*'V:FrQr 

^ 
? 

y (21)^ #^*yc;^-^#zi^->i-^lb^(22)|| yc;*r 

1 /i 
^j|^'a?njyirai#fi^. 2^ ^ 

3 
? inserts *J after Zl^, 

a mistaken correction. 

4A~%. B 2* omits A. 

6 /i omits 
^;o)8 omit 

^ ; A omits 
*^y ^. T-tsing omits the o?anse. 

7 
*l"q- 

* B \ 
9 

? repeats i|SP (one erased ?) ; a omits ^ . 

10 
? here inserts ?I. " A B*k. 

)2 A omits 
U?y 

B . 

,5 ^4 omits 
*$. 

'? .1 
fl^; 03^(*iY-,witli8i. 
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290 THE HAND TREATISE 

?^? lya^'y^H^a^-^ 

^j|^W*UF#^(23) | 

II 

| q^?i2#a^^f|*?#q?i?i**yoi | 

| ̂ ^ ^ q^?i8*a^ | 

A\ ^y^'av?^^ i 

I ̂  ^^ 
? 

^^ 
^ 
^^ ^ ^l ^^ ^ ^y^#^^ 

^,^ 
^^,?l^,a 

^ 
^^^ ^r,,(25)^#y^''5',^#^,?|^,V | nya*or^?ra^|# 

"^ ̂  
^ 

gfl'aVf^y^*^^ | 

1 Here ends the text of ?. 
2 A 

^*|*l. 
3 Here begins tlm text of y. 

/* 
gy^q*^*ra^*3?yjg?r^ || ?^|yWya#yy^*r^*|*i | 
5 .1 

^*\*\. 
* y ^ ? a a*^. 

7 
?*r^*?*|*ra*i. jj^oi-q^?i^gya. 

?B omits ̂  Wya, having^#?l*^^*3*a|*^?|*a 

immediately after 
"^y^ 

and continuing q^SraVSya^JHr 

zzfQizfcij\*dc> q^ra*u^*aq-q#3ya^#^#a^*^#*}*ra* 

^ 
^fl'a^q* 

? 
^ q^,?i^^5^,a?^*q?^a*tl,?ya*i^*^# 

y^y^oi?r^?y:q^?ra#j^y^ 
10 A B omit a. 
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THE HAND TREATISE 291 

5iy"i)(27) I Vww':V:,Vr5*i"^ I 'V^ys****^^!^"^* 

^ aV5'^^#a3#45|y,^(28) I ^ ^ ̂  ? ^ 'l I XVV0^ 

3?y*i*r*? (29) | 
III (a) 

| *'5lyq?ya:vg*i^5*?^ | 

I q*?i*uic;^*5iya^??i4c;^i (30) | 

I 
? 

^ qM?i6*a^'^fi#a,??if|#*yg,?#?i?M,?(#^,g#^fi* 

? ??ya*^5yg#(3i)^#uic;* | ̂ya^g-q?*ruiya?^c;?S|?c^ 

^7,^^|^*a^#?#^^H#a^*|^(32) | ̂  ?[^ ^ ^y^,ijfc;?ii# 

^ I ̂ ̂  ^ ^^ ^^#?'^'?4^tz,^(33) ; Yuiq*a^?|*'5'* 

5lya*^y5^3n??i(34) || ^9'^uicv%#^vy ^Ta:V3^# 

? ̂  a^-^^y|,0'^^^^^(35) I ̂ gt^,|ti;i' 

aTva#V^V,I^T>5ll#*lvX(36) I ^#5*,a:y^*r^Va(37) | yv 

1 a y insert 5J^ an(* continue 
^^l, 

with which the Chinese also 

agree and which is perhaps preferable. 
2 i* omits *>. 

3 a 
q?ya. 

4 
y A insert {5*y 

8 B *ly 
6 A 

^1|*l. 
7 B (probably influenced by I-tsing) omits *Ja*| 

* ' 
*l*l here, and 

inserts it, but reading 
* 

R#?*^, 
after 

2^**r?fa|*ra just below. 

8 A $fr. 
9 A^. 

10 A omits |. 
? A 

readsTiya^y*|tya*^y^. 
12 A B 

<^*rj|?ra;y3*r<^ 
; a 

?* for 3*!. The Chinese has 
" reason what ?", 

" 
that difference what ? 

" 

JRAS. 1918. 20 
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292 THE HAND TREATISE 

^ S^Wy'i^S'^'?^^V^S^iSS) | *?:yy??ya*3*ra' 

^*ra^I#^*r?vq#^ya^*g^ | ? qsrq^ya-^yaq'xr 

^ (39)^#V#^#^^#i#?^9^Vr,,3;S^1(40) | *|VT 

q-^ya^5'p*i*gq*^?gK(41) | ? ^ ^ya-i^y^apq 

S^,^ya^vV"'VI,#,,#^^c (43) | y*^^*3l*vh*ra?r 

III (b) 

| ^*?:^**||*?ra?r?\jgarq*&l | 

ui^Yr Ty^y*3^*! (45) 

a*/*rg3C(46) | ̂  ^ ̂  ?si*^*^?i?a*^*^|?iaa9?*3^Qi*g? 

1 B a. 

? A ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 

^ ^yai; yl^^^^^Q^^ 
ac^'QI. I-tsing has "east, west, north, etc." 

* i* omits 
yi^. 

4 A 
^^^^^?*^^^9^^^^jKmal ; y the same, but omitting 

^*3^. I-tsing "east, west, north, etc." 

* A omits q*^ya^. 
? b 

^y^yuiya**rulyy^. 
7 A inserts ?. 

8 a y A f]1^. 
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THE HAND TREATISE 293 

^"?fr?'^y^ | ̂ ?^y^^^^a^l^?ya*^^^^2^*^^' 

a*u)^3'q^*^(47) || ^'^ 
^ 

^*|^#aS;*?>i*a-^-fa>||at-qS;*?i^* 

a4^y^5#5Ty^(48) | ̂ ^ ^ a *6 ^^T^ ^ p^ ^ ^J^^ 
? 

?lygR' (^ ̂  ^ 
^^^ a^#i?'a?^*^q^,at^#gQ; | fyrg* 

^V^VVVV (49) | 
IV 

I Ji?ry^-uic-Jrvrl^ I 

| 
S-yv^'V^S 

I 

I XyWy?*8iysc;,*r^ | 

| R-^-^9-^T$Y*3^ (50) | 

yy^q^y^^5^,Wya*?i*uly'pi (5i); f^-y ^|q 3 sl?|V 

?yV3 (52) | Xy Y^Yy^'^'V^^'Y 3*ra'?iy a*r*r 

^ya^fO,^*^ (53) || ? ^ a^'|^^J|at-iq^*q?l?'*^^?ai 

^^^ ^(54) || ̂#3Vi#^Vr'-^ (55) II ̂ VG,^#^T 
1 A 

?}*\; B~%1\. '?J?H?Y?- 
:J yl Ul^-a. 

4 A 
?,J|0|*q*^*^. 

? A omits y 
? a ft*?; B SPW'S^^asalsotheChinese. 

7 B *. 

8 A 
yH. fl//yu?. 

l(l A 
Bom'it^. 

11 A *j*i. 
? 

/*^#^'*|c;?8iya*^?i. 
13 -4 omits 

^ 
' * 

5y^ ? so the Chinese. B and y omit 
^|^*^ 

and read ay*). 
14 a qv 

is a %*w?\. 
,6 ̂ 4 R. 
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294 THE HAND TREATISE 

?yyuR'V?y^^^a'q?yary^yaiy^ya^y^ I ql)Y 

a^#g*^l#A#g#^*^|^*a2#?i^#X | ^ g#^*^*yfg#3#ttitv 

? *fc^(56) || ̂ ^y|-|^3'a^S;^zl*u|c;-?i*gq'a^*c;^* 

W^V (57) | 
V 

| ̂  ^y^'*?Vs#ui*r^ | 

| wfrsyq^^a^yy^? | 

i a^y^'V**^7**'^!*1 
I 

| ̂  ^ ^VST^Y^ (58) | 

I ̂ 'SY^y a^#*fl# w^^a'^^Mfy aV pw*i *|g*i 

zj-r^^^q^*^*a*Qi^^#a^^^*a^*^q^?i8^(59) | yr 

iT^*g^*^9#^ya^*gY^#^ya^#^#a^#^^#z,#(60) 
V 

^ I ̂  ?^ ^^^ ^ 
^^ 

^ 
^ a^#^?i*a^#g^*^*q?R10#^# 

^t51^a^u*(61)pVaV^,nV^9^^ 

^ |^l3^^#|^M#p-a^ya^-^-a-(62)V5,^Y51C 
I ?YY 

1 A *\. 2 A omits a. ? B inserts *^y y 

4 A reads 
J^fl ^ S 0^Ya-^C^**rIIX, 

* * V ^* **| V n * 
^Y^ ? 

/? 
a-*?'11*^(ChinesernVrntVa-jnirimf.)*^#U|tV*T 

g*T a*/R,a6y*^. 

*AB*W*\. ?B inserts $. 
10 ̂  

Sf^ 

? 
2*a*p^S?; ? n^. 

?? a ay 

? i? omits"^. 
!l A |. 

15 ̂ 4 S^*ZI*5?y2f^; 
B omits ^. 

,8 ? inserts ̂P(jJ^. 
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*^?rq#?r?i|?ra#lq? 

*^*|*|4,a* (63)^1#g^5 I ̂ XY*^^#^,^^#a#^Y^?l*z,^*Yq# 

?w^q^q^#q'$ya:y^?:y^ 

?W^ (64) i 
VI 

| f^y*ya^?^y^|*ra*i | 

| f^y^y^yy^-a^S | 

l gyy^y^#lF#ftXYa,i I 

I *pra$?T?y|j?rq&rqa^g (65) | 

| R*?^,^?^*?ya,yr?8,3?#a,flr3i^,a^ 

?Hy]^|*ra?i10 | i<^"*3*ra?C || a*r.g? j| jjc;*^ | ynr 

^ 
^^ 

a-(06)V^#^#^#i#|?,#z,^#J?#|zi#5#Sf 
^V2 (67) || ̂ V?y3#^y*yr?r^yra"^^ 

a;yn3?ya?i14 (68) | t'|j|y^ya^?l^^?i-a^??iaS^*^y^* 

^ ^ 
^^ ,5?rc;^?g'q^?q*g*?16(69) | 

y^'^'a^w 

1 A inserts y 
2 y B $y 

3 B inserts 
^y 

4 A 
*^|. 

5 B 
^yFTaq, omitting yT^. 

fi^i?a-u|. ^yii^qaq. ?zf^Ry^yaSi. 
9 a omits 

^y 
?? ; so perhaps I-tsing. 

io 
^^ya|*^?|^^ya?|. 

" A omits ^. 
12 

7 A 
?'&%; 

B 
$K. 

I3 B omits a. 

14 AB 
^XY^'^'IK 

ls n in8erts ̂  

i? 
?q&|*q? 
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296 THE HAND TREATISE 

VM?ssr^'ifcrq^2 | ̂3#p?^yaB^?i#Qi^^#a4#^*5r^#aS;* 

yq5*?^-Sl*|?q^^^ (70) | 

VII 
? 
[I Y1^#^^Y^^'^,Z,*> | 

| yM*^ya^^|^*?T*|*roi | 

| ̂  qySya^i^q-a-ui^ | 

I R^y^^y^^*^ i y^t^yI'^^v^' 

^ ̂ ^'^^ ^^ ?^'s^^^^^^s^^^^y^ I] 

;Sq#>5-3YQ,1*^Y?#^'a,*z,*^^,3 II7 

1 .4 omits *l. 
2 a 

y 
?ses e\ 

5/*?yv 4B*i^. 

* B G^*** ? no*' 80 I-tehig? Param?rtha had -jdtam iorjdldni ? 

6 
ay B and Chinese omit this verse and its commentary. 

7 rims ^ ? 
^ ^ ^^ a^a^i^^yzi^^ || 

^hasA'?J^I i^*a*|jq*^ ^|*rl& || Jj#*|V?# 

?jpya^'S^Yy^ysr^v ?^y^'Vi'q^y?yqgc^z?V 

ZMias^yi ^^a'Ijq'y?^ ^|f|*3? || ?j'yV^^y 

a^-y^*ry;* | 
?*<*q-^-^?^aq-^^-|^-a?|-qM* 

^' l ̂  ?y^*^#|'^'^^y^,^^,v^"^,^-^"^y 
orqq?ZI^ il 

F. W. T. 
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Pakam?utha 

m sa m m & & 
? ? ta ? ^ ft 
g? * *i & # & 

% 
(68) 

T. m * + 
4 & 
(70) g 

(07) 

I-TSING 

*h ? n ? m ? & 
ti is a ?* m # * 

? ? f? $D M ft # 

* R (69) ? *R (87) ? 

? 
ft 

(70) n + * 

im 
(08) 

?? 
??I? 

na 

Here 
?p seems to mean " 

make to know 
' 
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+ 

TIT in 

# IS 
(66) fS| 

m 

(66) 

m 

?t m 
& in 
?T 1!!: 
W A 

? IS 

Param?htha 

ai 

VI 

?2 

? 

? 

(65) 

A 

m 

# 

H 
BJ1 

n 
(65) 

& 
$ 

? 
? 
hV 
m 

w 

si 

A 

* 

VI 

IS 

(64) 

I-TSING 

g?1 & 
m as 

(64) 

* 
1 This phrase 

= 
karmaphaldni. The whole clause is an insertion by 

I-tsing. 
2 = " 

another verse ", i.e. perhaps 
" 

the last verse ". 
5 

[Omitted by P.] 
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Param?rtha 

? ? * * s h ft ? 
g H ?D I t ? HI g 

M M ? IS & ja W p|| 
fig mm m & m m fi 

* 
: s i ; 

? ? i $ 
0 & 84 B f? * 

g i ? 6l8?) it m m * 
fl til? (6?* # ? & 
(63) W S > (53-4 ft (607,) 

(62) (61) his') 
f2? 

I-TSING 

io % m eu g 
? $ I K H 
IIS il g 
?f ?| 1? ? * 

- (62) y 

ft 

(63) 

?? fie 
tt? T 

* ? # 
S'J ? B 
Hk (61) (60/,) 
IS 

1 Var.Ua. ?g. 
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Param?rtha 

is m *0" W ? m 
I i Wl m *? 

(68) is rcg m is & 
a i& 0r & (?9) st 
,lc T* ? (60?) B 

?n & 5 ia 
m ft ? h 

V 

(69) (67) 
% 

Jib (66) 

H io 

m (58) 

m & m 
vt % El 
? B io 
W ? 

5 ? 
I i - g 

(59) <a 

(60rt) 
'Mi 

(58) 

&| ig 
A 

I 
?& 
tee 

fi 

I-TSING 

El v 

A 

931 

ig 

1 These two signs usually 
= Buddha. 

2 
JH clearly corresponds to ??? "s an<* "if 35 an(* translates the 

same word, ndma, ndmadheya, etc. 
3 

[Here begins a long insertion by P., apparently made up of repetitions, 
with variations, from other parts of the text.] 
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Param?rtiia 

m m -m jn ? ft m *d ?? ft m & 
ftftt?gfib H ki ? w n f % 
m * m $? m & (?i) *? ? ? % 
* * * t? * * E S? ? ? ? 
? * * ai m ?g h? ? ** ? 
^i* 1 E | (52) ? ??L ? * 
# a fc a * ?l i * * * 
* ? ? * *'<63) tt * * + 
* ? * 2 ft ? H ft*^ 

(57) (56) H ?# M & ? % 
? * $* it ? a 
? (55)(?4) * ^ 

I-TSING 

? ? $ ? m ? 
' 

? ft # er 
? W ? f? Ht B * $ * fi 

**?'** ? S & $1 * ft 

J& 
?fc M ?. ist 4? * I 1 i ? 181 f? let H 

u< I ^ S A: (?2) B n **' * 

* ? (55) (53) 

JA Efe tt ? 
(57) ijj 

____?_? 1 
[Here we seem to have the equivalent of verse iv in its proper place, 

the verse having been already inserted by I-tsing above.] 
2 

J?f ?ft *s usually = dlambana. 
3 

[Insertion by P.] 
4 
M 

= ?K*0ara [insertion by I-tsing]. 
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X 

m M 

II i? 
m ? 

A 

m 
(49) 

? 
ft 

(48) 

vea 
? % m 

A* " 
(4,)? ? 

? 
m 

u 
it 

Param?rtha 

IV 

I-TSINQ 

?' 

R 

m 

m 

m 

? 

ft 

m 

fi 

m & 
? n 
m & 

* 

EJ 

M 
? 

S 5Cc 

* 

(50) 

*b 

? 

0i 

e 

* 

IV 

(49) (48) 
1 

These two lines mean "the objects being illusory, the recognizer 
is also unreal". 

2 
[Insertion by P.] 

3 We have here two transliteration* of Gandharva. 
4 

?? ?5 *8 a technical term of the Vij?anavada, denoting the 

projection-perception of objects, as an activity of thought. jtj 
? 

m?y?. 
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PARAMARTHA 

m ft 
l| H 
% li 
li mi 

ft *r 
& ia 
? si1 
11- m 
(46) ̂  

A 
ft 

9 * 
* T 
B & 
41 H 

(46) M 

ft" 

III 
(b) 

to 
ft 
ft 

? 

(45) 

If 
A 

is 
m 

?5 
m 

ft 

ft 

gil 
? 

m 

a - 

ft B 
? s 
i? ft 
(44) 5? 

Q 
in 

& 

m 

ft 

m 
(42) 

I-TSING 

? 

ft 

?' 

ft 

fflL 
m 

i 
ft 
m 
t? 
? 

ft ? 
(44) (42) 

1 
jj? apparently 

= 
dravya. 

,? 
[Insertion by P.] 

3 We have here in P. bhrdnta without citta. In I-tsing's version 'fft 

apparently means mind and its activity : it has a bad sense in both 

Buddhist and Classical Chinese ; its modern sense is "feeling ". 

A 
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m 

m mm >& u ?a param?rtha 

m a ?d m ft n 
If ft *| ft # ft ft 

^ I I ? S ^ 13' 
ft m ** ? (38) T? (3^) 
(4?) (40) * ff & 

? IS ft 
* ft - 

(3% 

ft * 
na # 

I-TSINQ 

$ ? ? a ft * m ? w m 
*? ??? ? a ? a ? 
? * ? ** ft # ? * & ft 
r? # g * * ? ft ? ft ft 
(41) ft * * * * (37) * * J? 

s * s * * ? ?r db 

2 
* 4 * " ft S 

* 
^ ^ ? ft ** * H? * 
* (40) i| ft (38) ft (35) W 
M |g ft S 
ft (39) ff t? 

1 
[The omission by P. of clauses 34-6 is perhaps due to hom oteleutou 

sidhyate?sakyate. They are, however, perhaps reflected by the first nine 

characters in clause 38. See also p. 281, n. 1.] 
2 This is the equivalent of kasya hetoh. 

3 
B'J 1=1 

- w&f? ? $?; 
= -<?*; tk* ,ls before, = ablative. 
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?D * ft 
ft ft - 

? * m4 
m sr ft4 
(33) si ? 

u m 
i& 

? 

g *" 
<$ ? 

t? * 
(32) R 

ft 
? 
i! 
ft 

ft 

ft 

(31) 

Param?rtha 

III 
(a) 

(30) 

M * ?? 

? 

** 

* ft 
pT ft 
ft ? 

ft' S 
# * 
ft' S 

m 

(32) 

(33) 

?f ft 

(31) 

ft3 

EJ 

El1 
ft 

(45) 

ft 

?U> 

I-TSING 

SI 

ft 

mi 

m 

(30) 

El 

ft 
ft 

m 

1 This character must be inserted. 2 
[Insertion by I-tsing.] 

3 
fit 

= 
"stage", "place". 

4 
Literally "next to vacuum", i.e. the limit of smallness (antya), 

a characteristic of Param?rtha's translation. 
5 
^ usually 

= 
bhilta, mahdbh?ta, and not used in the sense of jxtra 

mdnu, "atom." 
6 = na ?akyate + infinitive. 
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H 

Param?rtha 

i% ? n m fta m x m 
m & m & ft *?' ft ? 
m f? ? a w ? i ? 
&? ft % m ft2 ? w ? 
(28) ft g* $ ~ ft fift ft 

+ $ ft ?J ? *D' * 

)g? (27) ?&s is (2?) *e * 

35 ff ??5 ?i 
ft I? W jit: 
? * &4 m 

(25) 

I-TS1NU 

#" Si * W in 4na *D ft tit 
ft % i t $ s ft m. Ei 
? m ft m x ft # m ? 
H'? iff ? ? ? E".' ft ?g to 
eio) w ? ft* m* - t* m n 

m @ ft ? ft pi? ?t ? 
V ? (27) ?' tt ? (25) $ 
W $ S?* S ? 
(28) tf. ff ft ? ? 

JSK jg (26) & 
fife 75 AS JN 
ft S ? 7W 

1 
[Omitted by I-tsing.] 

a 
[Insertion by I'arumiirtha.] 

3 
[Insertion by I-tsing.] 

* 
fe usually 

= dkarma, but here = veutu, !$J (Param?rtha). 
s lar. If ct. 

jg. 
* Another reading for J? {kap?la) is j|jj{ (<;/?o(a). 
; lor. led. ffe. 
* 

J$| 
= Wjaye? ; ffi fj 

= ffocam. 
? \~ar. led. 591. 

" 
[Omission by Param?rtha.] 
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75 

*? 

(24) 

75 
S' 
ft 

(24) 

II 

a?' 

il 

g 

t? 

II* 

m 

ri ne 

(23) fft 

? 
S 
S 

ParaMartha 

1* ft ? 
te ? ? 

W (21) fl 

it + 

(22) ia 

fife1 
ff 
loi 
a 
tt 

El ii 

t* 
ri 

v 

m /a 

m # 
(23) $ 

m 
m 
m 

it 

ft 
(22) 

u 

(21) 

I-TSINO 

ft in' 
ft 

ft 
m 
m 

531' 

ft 

tit 

if 
SX 

tt1 
(20) 

(9 

1 
[Omitted by P.] 

2 
j^ 

. . . 
fj"4 

= locative case. 

3 
[?1 

insertion in I-tsing.] f?5 J{f is "provisional", "without 

foundation ", 
" 

witliout corresponding real objects ". 
4 Var. hot. 591. 
6 

l& Wt f? 4Q }|? means "all the functions of cilia" or " cilia 
and all its functions ". 

6 
?S ^S anc* fK ?K 60em to have the same meaning. The latter 

is sometimes equivalent to prajtlapti. 
7 

V? fill ?a am* ??? (?l aro translations of paratantra or pdratanlrya. 
[But see p. 278, n. 1.] 

8 
75 3? sometimes = ydvat. 

* The two signs in both translations = samvrti. 

JRAS. 1918. 21 
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fi ft M ft 8 
m m m m ft 
ft $D I* % ?> 
fcn ?o (17) ?a w 

(10) n 

(18) 

W 

h2p 

?# ft 

?I (15) 

(16) 

in 

ill 

(14) 

fig 

El 

Param?rtha 

g- * ? 

I il ? 
ffl # H 

& SU n 
ft ?r f? 

ni & 

(13) (12) 

m m ?a mm 
^ M % ? to 
? ? fci ? * 
?' Jff B' ** ^' 
(19) Jg (17) # i 

(i?) do) ; 

I-TS1NQ 

<a *b ? 
Jl th II* 
0g S T 
* ni m 
m ? s 
w n ?>j 
it & ? 
# ? E 
(l?) (12) (il) 

(15) 
1 

>? ifc omitted by I-tsing. 
8 
$ 

" to be deluded by imagination \ 
3 

[This second half of the verse is reproduced here at the same point 

as in the Tibetan.] 
4 

Ifk J? 
= locative case. 

5 
/? 

. . . 
?^? 

= na upalabhyate. 
6 

[I-tsing has apparently read tad-upalabdhau, omitting the negative.] 
7 = bhr?nia(mithya)-j??na. 
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Eg * M to # 
? & m m m 
& m ??? ? n* 
m m m m * 
? w (9") a a 

? ?g if 

(8*) (8) (7) 

n 
H'] 

m 
(6) 

ft 

i 

ParamArtha 

? 

m 

1(a) 

& 

(4) 

ft 

m m 
ft T 
M to 
& m 
m 

tt tt 
(?) (10) 

m 
3 

(H,)4 
M 

t?l 

(8) 

El 
*T 

ft 
* 
it 

ig 
(7) 

(H) 

T 

H* 

E 

#?0 

(6) 

EJ 

ft 
H 

(5) 

I-TSINfi 

[ SK 

(4) 
13 

Ai 

(5) 

1 
?S tk 

= ^fttive case. 
a 

Sfe 4^ ??C 
~ 

"desiring make understand correctly ". 
3 

?U correlates with jp J?| below. 
4 
H "see" is required by the sense 

" 
merely seeing the similarity of 

the rope to a snake ". 
8 

Literally 
" 

produce a decided (nikila) understanding". 
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m 

No. 1255 (ParamArtha) $ 

m ? S I ? ? il H 
& ffli * K H (!) If * 
0 ff ??* *? # ? # 

?. pr m8 &4 ?r m m 
(3) *_(2) "."" 

5""" 

No. 1256 (I-TsiNu) 4? 

sfta 

?ft*^*fffiH? 
tt tt 15 a ? ? 7i3 a El 
? ? * ? * ? (l) ?B Sg 
n & ?7 ? ** ?4 w ft 
(3) (2) 

1 Param?rtha : Nanjio's Catalogue gives $j? 
"list" instead of $g , 

which is literally "rolling up", "wrapping", and is not used in tho 

sense of the former. $??J 
is preferable to 

ffj jf?, because tho latter 

seems not to be an usual phrase, and I-tsing uses 
3p?. fjtj 

means 

"disclose", "explain", "understand". [See, however, Mr. Hopkins' 
note on p. 272.] 

I-tsing : 
$? tfi usually means "within a fist", "in a fist", rather 

than "in the palm of the hand", although 2j? itself does not mean 

"fist" ; tf* 
in such a phrase presupposes a clenched hand. Accordingly 

^ is here similar to |j?. * 
"1? 35 ani* 1S 35 seem t? ^e different translations of one word. 

* Since 5g has a rather bad sense, Jg JJ* J}iJ seems to be the same 
?3 ? & 

/it 4 
? W ?? anc* ̂ b % are a^ ter native translations, both still in use. 

5 
JEU does not necessarily of itself mean param?rtha ; but not seldom 

it has that meaning. The usual rendering of param?rtha (or para 

mdrfha-aatya) is J| J$ or Jj$ || gj? (gjf is ?a*ya). 
8 

? fi? 
= instrumental or ablative case. 

7 
f? f 

= "onewho". 8 
H 

= 
"agate". 

H. U. 
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